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Abstract. A fluidized particle single-tube solar receiver has been tested for investigating the 
gas-particle characteristics that enable the best operating conditions in a commercial-scale 
plant. The principle of the solar receiver is to fluidize the particles in a vessel – the dispenser 
– in which the receiver tube is plunged. The particles are flowing upward in the tube, irradiated
over 1-meter height, by applying an overpressure in the dispenser. Experiments with a con-
centrated solar flux varying between 188 and 358 kW/m² are carried out, and the particle mass
flux varied from 0 to 72 kg/(m²s). The mean particles and external tube wall temperatures in
the irradiated zone are heated from the ambient to respectively 700°C and 940°C. It is shown
that the temperature rise leads to a decrease of the particle volume fraction. Furthermore, a
self-regulation of the system is evidenced with a short transient regime. This characteristic is
essential from the operational viewpoint. The thermal efficiency of the receiver increases with
the particle flow rate, reaching between 60 and 75% above 30 kg/(m²s). Several fluidization
regimes are identified thanks to pressure signal analyses, like slugging, turbulent and fast flu-
idization, showing that regimes transitions are strongly affected by the temperature.

Keywords: Concentrated Solar Power, Particles Solar Receiver, Fluidized Particles. 

Introduction 

Concentrated solar power (CSP) plants convert solar radiation into electricity. A key compo-
nent of the plant is the solar receiver, in which the heat transfer fluid (HTF) absorbs the solar 
radiation and transfers thermal power to the heat conversion units. The most commonly used 
HTF in commercial solar towers is molten salt. It has a maximum operating temperature limited 
to around 560°C, which constrains the receiver outlet temperature and thus the heat-to-power 
cycle efficiency. To overcome this issue, several solar receiver technologies using particles 
are developed worldwide. Particularly, the centrifugal receiver (DLR, Germany) [1], the falling 
particles receiver (Sandia, USA) [2], and the fluidized particle-in-tube receiver (CNRS, France) 
[3] are developed at pilot scale. For the latter, outlet particle temperature up to 750°C was
demonstrated, that enables implementing high efficiency heat-to-electricity thermodynamic
conversion cycles [4]. One of the main characteristics of this technology is the occurrence of
several fluidization regimes depending on the operating conditions with various particle volume
fractions and particle mixing that directly governs the heat transfer in such a solar receiver.
However, the fluidization regimes have not been explored during the previous on-sun experi-
mental campaigns [5] and the influence of temperature on these regimes is poorly detailed in
the literature. Bubbling, slugging, turbulent fluidization and fast fluidization regimes have been
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identified in the receiver at ambient temperature [6,7]. The turbulent fluidization regime being 
associated to high wall-to-fluidized particle heat transfer coefficient [8], it should be favored to 
improve the solar receiver performances. Experiments are conducted with a single-tube re-
ceiver at the CNRS 1 MW solar furnace (France) with various solar flux densities to quantify 
the influence of the temperature on the gas-particle suspension behavior. 

Experimental Set-Up 

The solar receiver is composed of a single Inconel tube, of 3 m height and 48 mm internal 
diameter. A schematic representation of the tube and its instrumentation is given in Figure 1a. 
The tube is immersed in a vessel (called “dispenser”) in which olivine particles of 61 µm mean 
diameter, belonging to the group A of the Geldart classification [9], are fluidized. The particles 
rise in the tube by applying both an overpressure in the dispenser and injecting a secondary 
air flow – called “aeration” – at 0.5 m height above the tube bottom tip. The aeration flow rate 
varies from 0.08 to 1.65 sm3/h (standard cubic meters per hour). A weighing device is imple-
mented at the outlet of the receiver tube to measure the particle mass flow rate, varying from 
0 to 475 kg/h (i.e. 72 kg/(m²s)). The receiver tube is irradiated over an one-meter interval, from 
0.6 m to 1.6 m above the aeration injector (yellow zone in Figure 1a), with concentrated solar 
flux densities varying in the range 188 – 358 kW/m² depending on the aiming strategy of the 
heliostats. The irradiated part of the tube is surrounded by a refractory cavity (white part in 
Figure 1b). K-type thermocouples and pressure probes are implemented to determine fluidiza-
tion characteristics such as the particle volume fraction (𝛼𝛼) and to identify the fluidization re-
gimes thanks to pressure signal processing methods [7]. In particular, three well-instrumented 
sections in terms of internal and external (i.e. welded) thermocouples delimitate the irradiated 
part (in green in Figure 1a). Details about the used pressure sensors and flowmeters are given 
in [7]. 187 experiments have been performed, and the associated results are presented in the 
following section. 

 

Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the solar receiver and its instrumentation, with the 
irradiated zone delimited in yellow, and b) Picture of the irradiated part of the receiver tube – 

still hot – after an experiment. 
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Results and Discussion 

Particle Volume Fraction 

The particle volume fraction in the receiver tube, 𝛼𝛼, is calculated based on the measurement 
of the pressure drop between two pressure probes (Δ𝑃𝑃) with Equation 1, neglecting pressure 
drops due to particle acceleration and friction [6]. In Eq. 1, Δℎ is the distance between the 
probes, and 𝜌𝜌 indicates the densities of the olivine particles (3300 kg/m3) and of air. 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is 
calculated as an average of the local volume fractions measured at various heights, averaged 
over the acquisition time. Figure 2 presents the evolution of 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 as a function of the superficial 
aeration velocity 𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 – i.e. the aeration flow rate divided by the internal tube cross-sectional 
area (𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡), taking temperature and pressure into account – for two particle mass fluxes 𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝 (the 
particle mass flow rate normalized by 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡). The various markers and colors represent the mean 
particle temperature measured in the irradiated zone. 

𝛼𝛼 = Δ𝑃𝑃/ ��𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 − 𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝�𝑔𝑔Δℎ�      (1) 

 

Figure 2. Overall particle volume fraction as a function of aeration velocity with the mean 
particle temperature as parameter, with a particle mass flux of approximately a) 10 and b) 20 

kg/(m²s). 

Increasing the air velocity – i.e. the aeration flow rate – results in a decrease of the particle 
volume fraction, while an increase of the particle mass flux leads to an increase of 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 due to 
supplementary pressure drops, as previously observed in [7]. Furthermore, increasing the tem-
perature leads to a decrease of the particle volume fraction, for a given aeration flow rate. This 
behavior is likely due to the decrease of the air density with temperature (from approximately 
1 kg/m3 at 25°C at the altitude of the experiments to approximately 0,38 kg/m3 at 520°C), lead-
ing in conjunction to an increase of the air velocity. Taking this influence into account enables 
better gathering the experimental points but not enough to have a single trend, meaning that 
the temperature effect on the particle volume fraction is not only due to the air velocity. Exper-
iments with higher particle mass fluxes and solar fluxes are in progress to improve the under-
standing of this temperature effect. 

Transient behavior of the system, autoregulation capacity of the fluidized 
particle-in-tube receiver 

The variations of the particle volume fraction induced by variations of the aeration velocity 
enable precisely controlling the particle mass flux during operation, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
The overpressure in the dispenser, named “𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡” (in black), was fixed during the experiment at 
approximately 305 mbar, and the concentrated solar flux density (in yellow) was constant at 
230 kW/m² along the tube (1 m). The aeration flow rate – represented in blue in term of the 
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aeration velocity 𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 calculated with the mean particle temperature – was progressively in-
creased, from 0.16 to 0.55 sm3/h. Consequently, the particle mass flux (𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝) increased, as 
shown by the slope changes of the temporal evolution of the particle mass flowing out the tube 
measured with the weighing device (in green). The particle mass flux and temperature (in red) 
variations and successive steady states are represented in Figure 3 with green dashed lines. 

 

Figure 3. Temporal evolutions of the particle temperature and mass flux, due to variations of 
the aeration flow rate. 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (black) is the overpressure in the dispenser, 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝,𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡,13 (red) and 

𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡,15 (blue) are respectively the particle and wall temperatures at the middle of the irradi-
ated zone, Φ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 (yellow) is the incident concentrated solar flux, 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 (green) is the particle 

mass in the weighing device, and 𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (blue) is the superficial aeration velocity calculated with 
the mean particle temperature. 

Accounting for the data in Figure 2, for a given pressure imposed in the dispenser and a con-
stant solar flux density on the receiver tube, the transient sequence can be summarized as 
follows. 

Aeration flow rate increase ⇒ particle volume fraction decrease ⇒ particle mass flux 
increase (𝛼𝛼 in the tube is proportional to 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 in first approximation, then a decrease of 𝛼𝛼 results 
in an increase of 𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝 at constant pressure) ⇒ particle temperature decrease (an increase of 𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝 
at constant Φ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 leads to an increase of the extracted thermal power, then a decrease of 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝) ⇒ 
particle volume fraction increase (cf. Figure 2) ⇒ new steady state (𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝 and 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝) corresponding 
to the equilibrium value of the mean particle volume fraction 𝛼𝛼�𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝�. 

The sequence last approximately 90 seconds. The opposite variations of 𝛼𝛼 due to the 
experimental parameters highlight a self-regulation of the system. 

During operation, an increase of the DNI increases the particle temperature. The new 
steady state corresponds to a higher particle mass flow rate due to the increase of the air 
velocity. Now, let us imagine a decrease of the DNI, because of clouds for example. It will lead 
to a decrease of the air velocity. This phenomenon has been simulated by decreasing the 
aeration flow rate, as represented in Figure 4. The initial steady state is the following. A pres-
sure in the dispenser and a concentrated solar flux density of respectively 230 mbar and 200 
kW/m², and an aeration flow rate of 0.99 sm3/h. As a consequence, particles are flowing in the 
receiver with a mass flux of 14.1 kg/(m²s) and a mean temperature of 305°C. At a time of 1680 
seconds, the aeration flow rate is decreased to 0.66 sm3/h, inducing a stop of the particle flow, 
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hence an increase of the particle temperature. Then, the autoregulation sequence led to a 
decrease of 𝛼𝛼 and progressively a restart of the particle flow, avoiding overheating of the ab-
sorber wall. Here the autoregulation sequence last 440 seconds (~ 7 minutes). 

 

Figure 4. Temporal evolutions of the particle temperature and mass flux, due to variations of 
the aeration flow rate at 1680 seconds. Experimental parameters are represented in the 

same way as in Figure 3. 

Receiver efficiency 

Equation 2 calculates the extracted power by the particles, Φ𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡. In the equation, 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡̇  is the 
particle mass flow rate, in kg/s, and 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 is the heat capacity of the olivine, of approximately 
1 kJ/(kg.K) in the measured temperature range. It is precisely calculated according to [5] with 
the mean particle temperature in the irradiated zone of the receiver as the reference. Finally, 
𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 and 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡,𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 are the particle temperatures measured respectively at the outlet of the 
irradiated zone – at the tube center – and in the dispenser. The thermal efficiency of the sys-
tem, 𝜂𝜂, is the ratio of the extracted power to the incident solar power (Φ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠) as shown in Equa-
tion 3. Figure 5 presents the variation of the receiver efficiency with the particle mass flux for 
four incident solar flux densities on the tube. The error bars are calculated as the classical 
error propagation from Eqs. 2 and 3, due to the measurement error on the temperatures, par-
ticle mass flow rate and incident solar power. 

Φ𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡̇ 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡�𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡,𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖�                 (2) 

𝜂𝜂 = Φ𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡/Φ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠                 (3) 

The thermal efficiency of the receiver increases with the particle mass flux and reaches a plat-
eau, for a given solar flux density. Above 30 kg/(m2s), it ranges between 60 and 75 %. The low 
values of 𝜂𝜂 at low particle mass fluxes are due to the high temperatures of the particles and 
the tubes that lead to high radiative losses [10]. Simultaneously, the particle temperature de-
creases with 𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝, and reaches between 100 and 350 °C above 30 kg/(m²s) depending on the 
incident solar flux. More generally, the heat losses are due to thermal radiation emission, con-
vection around the tube and to fluidization gas. Fluidization gas loss accounts only for 2-3 %. 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the thermal efficiency of the system as a function of the particle mass 
flux and the incident solar flux density. 

Fluidization regimes 

The fluidization regimes in the receiver tube are identified with temporal pressure signals pro-
cessing methods [7]. One of the main methods is the coherence analysis, described in [11], 
that consists of applying a Fast Fourier Transform on a temporal pressure signal to compute a 
power spectrum. The frequencies distribution, and both the frequency and the magnitude of 
the dominant frequency are good indicators of the fluidization regimes [7]. Figure 6 illustrates 
an example of two temporal pressure signals, measured in similar conditions at a height of 
1.44 m above the aeration injector (i.e. in the middle of the irradiated zone): an aeration velocity 
of 0.15 m/s, and a particle mass flux of respectively 13 and 14 kg/(m²s). 

 

Figure 6. Examples of two temporal pressure signals and the corresponding frequency anal-
yses measured for similar experimental parameters (aeration velocity of 0.15 m/s and parti-
cle mass fluxes of 12.9 and 14 kg/(m²s)). The particle temperatures are respectively 20 and 

300°C. 

The main difference between these two examples is the particle temperature. The first one 
(first line in Figure 6) has been realized at ambient temperature, without concentrated solar 
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flux. At ambient temperature, the overall particle volume fraction is 0.335, and the coherence 
analysis enables obtaining the power spectrum presented at the right top of Figure 6, corre-
sponding to the slugging regime. The second spectrum (second line in Figure 6) has been 
obtained with a concentrated solar flux density of 190 kW/m², leading to a particle temperature 
of approximately 300°C. Consequently, the overall particle volume fraction decreased to ~0.28, 
Furthermore, the corresponding spectrum obtained is characteristic of the turbulent fluidization 
regime induced by the air velocity increase due to the fluidized bed temperature increase. It 
means that the transition air velocities between the fluidization regimes are affected by tem-
perature. This finding was expected because previous studies showed that the velocity trig-
gering the turbulent fluidization regime in a classical fluidization column decreases with tem-
perature [12]. Supplementary experiments are in progress with higher solar flux densities in 
order to determine precisely this effect, accounting for all the fluidization regimes observed. 

Conclusion 

Experiments were performed with the fluidized particle-in-tube solar receiver at the 1-MW solar 
furnace of CNRS, Odeillo (France) using large ranges of the experimental parameters. The 
aeration flow rate varies from 0.08 to 1.65 sm3/h, corresponding to superficial air velocity in the 
tube from 0.02 to 0.77 m/s by taking into account the particle temperature. The concentrated 
solar flux ranges between 188 and 358 kW/m². Consequently, the particles are heated up to 
approximately 700°C, and the particle mass flux ranges between 0 and 72 kg/(m²s), corre-
sponding to a mass flow rate of 475 kg/h. The main conclusions are the following. 

The increase of the temperature leads to a decrease of the particle volume fraction, for 
given aeration and particle flow rates. The influence of the temperature results in a self-regu-
lation of the system. A variation of one of the operating parameters leads to instantaneous 
response of the particle volume fraction, mass flux and temperature, until a new steady state 
is reached. The thermal efficiency of the receiver increases with the particle mass flux, reach-
ing between 60 and 75% above 30 kg/(m²s) in the tested operation parameters range. Finally, 
several fluidization regimes triggered by the fluidized bed temperature have been observed, 
from the slugging to the turbulent fluidization. 

In operating conditions of a solar plant, the experimental results indicate that, first, the 
aeration flow rate enables a fine control of the system control in terms of particle mass flow 
rate, temperature and fluidization regimes; and second, the self-regulation properties of the 
system avoid overheating of the absorber wall. Supplementary experiments are in progress 
with higher particle flow rates and concentrated solar fluxes to study more precisely the influ-
ence of particle temperature on the gas-particle suspension behavior and to measure the heat 
transfer coefficients associated with the various fluidization regimes. 
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